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SOCIOLINGUISTIC DEBATES ON THE INTERNATIONALISATION

OF EDUCATION

Prof.	Gilles	FORLOT
gilles.forlot@inalco.fr

Objective	of	this conference :
Examine	general questions	

with a	focus	on	educational issues

• Have	an	‘objective’	look	at the	situation	of	English	
in	daily life	

&	more	specifically educational systems
• Move	beyond the	emotional and	militant	discourse
on	the	position/roleof	English	in	the	world

• Provide a	bird’s eyeview of	the	spread	of	English	in	
some countries

• Champion	the	idea that English	can serve	
multilingualism
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Disclaimer:

Expect no	pedagogical miracle	from this
conference!	

J

Chapter 1.	
First	of	all,	a	few	definitions…

1.1.	Bilingualism and	other …isms

• Bilingualism	:	several	approaches:
o A psycho-cognitive	approach	:	2	or	more	
languages	=	‘multi-’	is	a	variant	of	‘bi-’

o A	sociological/sociolinguistic	approach	:	2	
languages.	
oMost	sociolinguists now insist on	the	‘multi-’	dimension,	
though,	claiming that most social	actors are	
surrounded by	multilingual practices	&	encounters
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1.2. Multilingualism vs Plurilingualism

• Multilingualism :	
– societal,	organized,	engineered,	promoted
(=	de	jure)
• Eg :	India,	Luxemburg,	New	Zealand,	Belgium,	
Bolivia,	Singapore

–Unmanaged,	not	necessarily promoted,	
sometimes discouragedby	the	State…
• Eg	:	USA,	Germany,	Singapore...

So	what is PLURILINGUALISM exactly?
• A	recent concept
• The	term is common neither in	English	nor in	
German (‘Mehrsprachigkeit’)

• Used often in	academic circles in	France	/	
French-speaking countries

• Promoted by	the	Council	of	Europe	&	the	
CEFRL	at	the	beginning of	the	2000s.	
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• Refers to	individual skills : ability to	use	
languages to	communicate to	some extent
in	different languages and	interact culturally

• Does not	imply complete knowledgeof	the	
languages : plurilingualism is « imperfect »	
(=unbalanced)	by	nature
–Skillsmay only cover oral	competence,	or	
include reading only,	or	even
intercomprehension
• (eg.	airline pilot vs	office	secretary vs	tourist)

• Entails that plurilingual people	possess a	
repertoire in	which they draw language
items (e.g.	lexicons,	phonemes,	writing
elements)
–They are	not	necessarily polyglots
–Their skills are	not	necessarily native-like
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Therefore
all	this means that languages do	not	have	to	
be as	partitioned/separated as	we think

– Linguists and	teachers keepthem apart for	
(supposedly)	scientific &	heuristic purposes
• (fear of	confusion,	 interference,	hybridization…)

–And	some people	(or	some peoples)	separate
languages for	nationalistic reasons
• (cf.	Hindi/Urdu	 ;	Macedonian/Bulgarian;	
Indonesian/Malay ;	Serbian/Bosnian/Croatian…)

Chapter 2.
So	what	is	or	could	be	the	

place/role	of	English	in	all	that?
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2.1.	Estimates

English	:	An	extraordinary language in	the	
contemporary world

• Estimates are	somewhat vague	(cf.	D.	Crystal)

=	Around 380	million	 native	(N)	speakers

• But	4	to	5	times	as	many non-native	(NN)	
speakers:
–Those who speak it as	a	second	
language
• (eg.	Malaysia,	Philippines,	India…	+	
Scandinavian	countries?)

–Those who learn it as	a	foreign language
• (eg:	more	people	learning English	in	China	
nowadays than N	English	speakers!)
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• Between 1.5	and	2	billion	people	
« speak »	English	(D.	Crystal’s estimates)
– ie :	use,	 read,	have	some knowledge of	it

• Its growth in	the	recent decades :	
consequence of	China’s&	India’s
increase in	population

But	however impressive	the	statistics may be

• Let’s remember that about	¾	of	the	world’s
population	do	not	speak English

• And	that despite its initial	spread	via	the	
internet,	it has	serious competitors nowadays
(Seargeant 2012):
– Between 2000	&	2010,	the	use	of	internet	grew
by	444	%,	while the	internet	use	of	
• English	=	 +	281	%
• Spanish =	 +	743	%
• Chinese =	 +	1277	%
• Arabic =	 +	2501	%
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2.2.	On	some perceptions	of	English
• The	issue	of	English	as	an	int’l language (EIL)	
is often dealt with

- in	an	emotional way
- in	an	axiological way
(good,	 bad,	evil,	beautiful…)

• To	the	extent that some scholars are	involved
in	an	anti-English	crusade :	
– A	few	examples in	France

è Emotional,	alarmist rhetoric
French	Academy renownedHistorian
Hélène	Carrère	d’Encausse,	2013:

« It	cannot be denied that English	threatens our
language,	but	it is everyone’s responsability that
instead of	replacing or	degrading it,	English	may
become an	asset for	the	development of	
communication	between human beings.
In	Québec,	 the	Charter	for	the	French	language,	
also called Bill	101,	adopted in	1977,	has	resulted
in	remarkable respect	 for	and	purity of	the	French	
language.
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«Who knows that ‘tunnel’	(our charming
tonnelle),	‘corner’,	‘coach’,	‘tennis’	or	‘bacon’	
are	not	only loanwords from Britain?	
But	today,	it is not	these travelling	words which
threaten our language,	 it is the	unstoppable
import	of	English	words which,	when
substituting the	most frequent French	ones,	
make them disappear forever. »

French	philosopher	Michel	Serres,	2009,	
l’Humanité (daily newspaper)

« They are	more	English	words on	the	wall of	
Paris	than there ever wereGermanwords

under the	WW2	Occupation	period »
Striking comparison
⇒ Rhetoric of	 - invasion,	occupation,	

- dominance,	symbolic violence

+	often :	 - substitution,	degradation,	
impurity,	hybridity
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The	comparison equates the	following images
Lille,	France
(Photo:	GF	- 2016

Nazi	German occupation	
of	France	

1940-1944
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2.3.	Multilingualism everywhere!
A	quick	visual introduction

Language use
be it orally

(eg.	when the	expression	 ‘Oh	my God!’	 is used by	French	younsters)

or	in	its written forms
have	two essential	semiotic functions :	

1- It	conveys a	linguistic message
2- It	conveys a	symbolic message

Let’s start with a	few	images	from
Linguistic Landscapes

–English	as	a	‘foreign’	language in	our
daily environment

–Diversity of	languages in	our
environment
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Paris
Subway

Photo	:	É.	Kasazian
(2013)

Lille
Photo:	GForlot (2016)
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Kyoto	
Photo	GForlot
(2020)

When English	is there, though invisible!
Rome
Photo	 :	GForlot (2012)
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Lille
Railwaystation
Photo:	GF	- 2016

Even if	some of	these bi-multilingual signsare	
sometimes puzzling! Lille	Railway station	

(Photo	GForlot (2013)

‘Drop-off	area’
vs

‘Kiss &	Ride’
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Kyoto	
Photo	GForlot
(2012)

Hong	Kong	
(Photo	 GF,	2016)

Singapore (Photo	GF,	2014)
ê
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Beijing	 Kyoto
2019 2020

Photo	GF	 Photo	GF

Hiroshima
(Photo	 GF,	2020)
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’H as	a	fake English	genitive marker
St	Omer,	Northern France
Photo	GF,	2016)	

And	sometimes,	signage playswith multilingual
practices

London
King’s Cross,
Sept.	2015	
(photo:	GF)
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3.	Contemporary controversies on	the	
spread of	English

A.ð The	colonial	celebratory position
- Teaching English	as	a	civilizingmission
- Neo-colonial or	pseudo-colonial	conception	of	
language development

- English	is here presented as	a	2nd language,	
not	as	a	foreign language (EFL	=	ESL).	

Ex.:	British	Council &	British	Univ (1950s)
Ex.:	Singapore’s celebration of	English	(« Good	English »)

B.ð the	liberal ‘laissez-faire’	approach
Ø Wait-and-see stance	towards the	spread	of	
English

Ø Finding the	proper balance	betweenthe	needs
for	the	local	and	the	necessitiesof	the	global
Ä eg.	findingways to	neutralize language issues	in	

ethnically diverse	nations		
vs

Imposing English	to	promote int’l intelligibility &	
communication
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C.ð The	linguistic imperialism
perspective

ê

Languagesare	divided into twogroups:	
dominant	languages

&	dominated languages
The	latter	eventually recede and	disappear
Ø Generates the	unequal distribution	of	power
Ø (re)produces the	need for/dependence on	Engl
Ø created forms of	‘linguicide’

(cf.	Y.	Tsuda ;	R.	Phillipson ;	T.	Skuttnab-Kangas)	

D.ð the	ecological perspective

Ø Preservation of	the	right	to	speak one’s
language in	public	space
Ø Justice	for	all	also entails the	right	to	
speak one’s language
Ø Protection	of	identities and	languages in	
their original	forms &	shapes (??)

(cf.	T.	Skuttnab-Kangas ;	P.	Mühlhäuser ;	R.	Phillipson ;	N.	Ostler…)	
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E.	ð Superdiversity &	critical sociolinguisyics
approaches

(cf.	cf.	Stephen	Vertovec’s concept	of	superdiversity)

E1è Transcultural perspective (Pennycook 2001	- 2007)

Ø Era of	‘trans-’	rather thanmulti/inter-
transcultural,	translinguistic…

Ø Languages&	cultures	are	intrinsically
-plural	&	hybrid
-local,	even though they’re global
-dynamic &	unstable…

For	Alastair	Pennycook

ð English	is embodied in	renewed forms:	
‘Global	Englishes’ :

i.e.	bits	and	pieces of	English	travelling	and	
being reinvented locally

� Transcultural flows
� Global	and	local	creativity

• Cf.	Hult (2012)	on	Sweden:	
– ‘English	is a	language of	Sweden’
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Related to	this :	

• E2è The	sociolinguistics in globalisation	
perspective (Blommaert	2005,	2008,	2010)
Two paradigms :	
i.	The	traditional,	Saussurian approach :	
• Static
• Language-focussed one
• Language seen an	independent object&	
treated ‘horizontally’	
–=	a	‘sociolinguictics of	distribution’

ii.	A	present-day approach taking globalization
into account:
– Dynamic &	mobile	approach
– Language-as-a-resource focussed =	language
seen as	a	mobile	resource

– Languagepractices	have	to	be treated ‘vertically’	
as	well (‘scales’)
• Unequal access to	the	 resources
• Some of	these resources provide power
• language practices	indexes	social	status
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Chapter 3.	
ENGLISH:	the	end	of	multilingualism?

3.1.	Remember that spread	and	dominance	do	
not	necessarily mean substitution

3.2.	However,	English	possess legitimacy and	
are	thought to	grant increased capital to	its
speakers
…	But	so do	other languages :	Chinese,	and	to	
spme extent Japanese,	Korean…

3.3.	Contemplate the	possibility that
English	may also contribute to
• Building	individual plurilingual repertoires

Learning	English	at	school =	
being on	one’s way to	multilingual practices

• Stabilizing societalmultilingualism (Brutt-Griffler

2002) acting	as
– A	neutral language in	multiethniccontext
Cf.	former	British	colonies:	Singapore,	Malaysia,	Nigeria	
+	Belgium…
– An	international	door-opener (‘Aladin’s Lamp’)
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3.4.	Let’s look	at	facts &	stats
A.	English	in	the	linguistic landscapes (cf.	earlier)
B.	English	in	the	economic landscape
Example :	2	airline companies
– Air	France	Frequent flyer	programme
Fréquence	Plusð Flying Blue	
(after Air	France	merged with KLM)
– Belgian airline company SABENAwent bankrupt
in	2001	ð Brussels	Airlines

(after it was purchased by	Virgin)

C.	English	in	the	Educational Sphere

– English-ESL	 is now compulsory in	Italian,	
Spanish,	Chinese (etc.)	primary school
curricula
– 99%	of	French	people	currently graduating
from Secondary school have	taken some
English	at school
– 87%	of	Swedish PhD theses are	written in	
English	 (Norrby 2014)
– 65%	of	Master’s Degrees programmes	 in	
Sweden are	offered in	English	 (ibid.)
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In	French	Universities (Source	Campus	France)

• 424	Master’s Degree programmes	are	offered
entirely in	English

In	the	782	Japaneseuniversities (Sources	:	
Ohki &	Nishiyama 2015a	&	2015b	&	MECSST	Japan)

• ENGLISH	is taught in	736	universities

So…

There	are	indeed signs and	figures	showing

that English	is everywhere,	
that it is the	dominant	language,	
that is reigns unchallenged…
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But	other signs call	for	caution
(as	things are	more	complex

than they appear…)

Let’s go	back	to	the	facts &	stats for	
a	few	examples…

A) If	99%	of	French	pupils learn English
–a	vastmajority of	them (79%) also
learn a	2nd language :	
• Spanish (47	%	of	the	total)
• German (15	%)
• Italian (4	%)
…
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–And	7% of	them learn a	3rd language
(in	addition	to/replacement	of	their 2nd language)
• Italian (39,1	%	or	the	7%	learning a	3rd	lg)
• Chinese (16,6	%)
• Russian (5,5	%)
• A	French	regional language (4,8	%)
• Portuguese (4,1	%)
• Arabic (4,0	%)
• Japanese (3,2	%)

So	here is the	mainstream profile	 of	a	French	
graduating secondary school student:

L1:	French	(or	a	migrant	language)
L2:	Often English	(but	not	always)
L3:	German,	Spanish,	Italian,	Russian,	Chinese…
L4,	possibly:	x…
+	L	of	instruction	at	school :	French

Which,	however,	tells	us	nothingof	their language
competencies,	

but	just that theyhave	some levelof	multilingualism
aka« Plurilingualand	pluriculturalcompetence»)
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B) If	87%	of	Swedish PhD theses are	
indeed written in	English,	
–This	is by	no	means a	recent phenomenon:
• In	1960	=	70%
• And…	in	1920	=	15%!

–There	is a	great difference between
Science	(94%)	and	humanities (37%)

(cf.	Kuteeva 2014)

(Sources	:	Ohki &	Nishiyama 2015a	&	2015b	&	MECSST	Japan)

C)	If	indeed in	Japan’s 782	universities,
ENGLISH	is taught in	736	of	them

• CHINESE	is taught in	621
• FRENCH	is taught in	536
• GERMAN	is taught in	525
• COREAN	is taught in	450
• SPANISH	is taught in	240
• RUSSIAN	is taught in	165
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In	2015:	at	Kyoto University
Sources	:	Ohki &	Nishiyama 2015a	&	2015b)

Out	of	3000	1st year students studying ENGLISH,	
–1176	also took GERMAN
–763	also took CHINESE
–549	also took FRENCH
–186	also took SPANISH
–115	also took ITALIAN
–67	also took RUSSIAN
–47	also took ARABIC

D) If	indeed in	French	universities
(source	Campus	France)

• 424	Master’s Degree programmes	are	offered
entirely in	English

è It	is 424	out	of	8608

In	total	: 455	Bach.	&	Master	diplomas out	of	
12,928 are	taught entirely in	English,	i.e.	3,5	%
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E) And	indeed,	many Swedish university
programmes	are	offered in	English,	but…

–Courses	and	lectures	are	taught in	a	
multimodal	way,	with tools in	various
languages (incl.	English	and	neighbouring
Scandinavian languages)	:
• readings,
• slideshows,
• classes	are	often multilingual (Kuteeva 2014)

In	SwedishUniversities

–Evenwhen EMI	is the	rule in	a	class,	
teachers frequently switch	from one	
language to	the	other (Söderlundh 2010)

–Swedish is always dominant	in	daily
university interactions

–Even in	EMI	courses,	Swedish often
becomes the	medium	of	instruction	
when all	students are	Swedish-speaking
(Norrby 2014)
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All	of	this confirms Swiss economist François	
Grin’s findings (2014)

He	shows	that:
èindeed,	English	has	become the	dominant	
language of	scholarly publication

èbut	the	research process language ismost of	
time	the	local	language
i.e.	:	German or	Japanese biologists publish in	
English,	but	their daily lab life	&	research is in	
German or	Japanese.

Things have	changed…
• It	is time	we shifted frommonolingual /	
monocultural	to	multilingual perceptions

• Reinterpret the	the	old axiom
1	nation/1	people/1	country/1	language

(=	the	‘static’	approach)
More	often than not,	

Language practices	are	plural
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Chapter 4
English	in	Education

4.1.	Taking 3	types	of	data	into account
a.	The	socio-political and	linguistic
dimension	of	the	debate
ð Eg:	In	the	French-SpeakingWorld,	the	debatehas	
strong ideologicalunderpinnings

ð The	debate is fed by	emotional stances	(the	fear of	
language loss,	 or	loss of	quality of	all	languages
« contaminated »…)

61

b.	The	nature	of	interactions	in	‘English(es’)
ð N-N (Native-Native)

N-NN (Native-Non	Native)

NN-NN (Non	Native-Non	Native)
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c.	The	question	of	ownership
ð Does English	belong to	anyone?	Is	English	
only ‘one language’?	Where/what are	its
boundaries?	What can qualify as	‘native’	
English?

ðWho can take advantage of	English?	Can	NN	
speakers	claim	to	be ‘anglophones’?

ð Is	NN	English	a	legitimate form of	English?		

EFL	and/or ELF	?
(English	as	a	foreign language /	English	as	a	lingua	franca)

• E	is often the	contact	 medium	between
speakers	who don’t share the	same languages
and	the	same cultures	 (B.	Seidlhofer)

• E	is often the	medium	of	intercultural
communication	 (C.	Meierkord)

• The	fact of	using E	in	those circumstances
impacts	 its structural	 forms (J.	Jenkins)

• Most	 interactions	 in	English	 in	the	world	are	
(probably)	NN-NN

64
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So	what are	we to	make of	this?
• A	transcultural (or	multilingual)	 form of	E	is
released from the	‘oppressive’	and	
‘stigmatizing’	model	of	Native	English	 (cf.	Kachru)

• Teaching/learning practices	 can be geared
toward the	real	needs:	a	language resource
that can be mobilized in	social	 interaction

ie :	 Language as	a	communication	tool
vs	

Language as	an	academic discipline

65

• Transcultural E	may become the	gateway
towards other languages/language learning

• Take into account the	learners/speakers	
themselves,	who are	the	essential	agents	of	
the	spread	of	language forms

(bottom-up	movement ;	cf.	J.	Brutt-Griffler 2001)
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4.2.	Create pedagogical opportunities

ie.	English	serving
language education,	teaching &	learning

=	canwe even imagine	English	as	
A	BOOSTER	

of	multilingualism?

But	undoutedly,	there are	challenges	and	
hurdles along the	way!

Because…
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ØStrong social	pressure	to	unify and	
homogenize languages&	their practices

ØLong-standing	utilitarian perception	of	
language(s):	English,	but	also Spanish,	
Chinese…

ØPublic	discourse which sometimes
distorts the	linguistic realities of	what /	
where /	when people	speak (=	clichés	&	
stéréotypes)

And	after all…

ØWhy should we make an	effort	if	
English	is enough?

(but	is English	really enough?)
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Cf.	British	Academy

British	Academy
On	Tweeter,	15	April	2015:

Professor	Nigel	Vincent	on	British	Academy
language work,	'Why English	is Not	Enough’
@stonybrooku
http://bit.ly/1cvqfsD #languagesdebate

(cf.	conference on	Youtube)

Major	pedagogical problems:	
Language teaching is often ‘partitioned’

è Do	languages need to	be learned
separately?
- Academic tradition	(:	purity,	unity,	separation)

- Disciplinary tradition	(:	language teachers are	
language specialists)

- Fear	of	languagemixing
*Cf.	popular theory of	false	cognates
Eg.:	Teaching Dutch	in	Northern France
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èDo	languages need to	be learned
‘perfectly’?

- Perception	that language immersion	is
always better

- Perception	that the	aim of	language
learning is to	reach native-like level
- (cf.	Abrahamsson &	Hytenstam 2009)

Proposals

� Language teachingAND	language teaching
=	create partial	L	learning in	order to	
discover/access other languages

- linguistic
(ie the	structures	of	the	language)

- metalinguistic
(how	the	language works)

- cognitive	&	psychological
(emotion,	motivation,	confidence…)
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English	as	a	capital	in	the	service	of	other
languages?

ðMost	people	share some amount of	English:
What are	then the	possible	transfers?	

ð Likely to	produce an	impression	of	‘déjà-vu’	:	
‘already learned’,	‘already understood’
(cf.	pedagogy of	intercomprehension)

Examples:	

Dutch	:
‘sta op!’	
‘Ik doe de	deur open.	En	nu,	de	deur is open!’
‘Dat	is de	muur’

French:
‘Le	président	a	invité	ses	secrétaires	au	
dîner	officiel’
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But,	one	way or	another,	many languages
produce the	same intercomprehensive effect :	

‘Ik heb geen familiale	verzekering’ (D	<->	Gm/E/F)

‘Kan	du	si	meg/oss hvor vi	er?’ (Nor <->	E)

‘Eu	vou comprar um livro sobre	a	revolução
industrial na	Inglaterra’ (Por <->	Spa)

+
Japanese Kanji	ßà Chinese characters

An	exercise I	give my students

78

List	1 List	2 List	3
friend hamburger government
more banana responsability
town tee-shirt contribution
skirt facebook elementary
book taxi essential
hunt pizza remarkable
cough hotel international
box dollar hypocricy
write internet domain
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Example of	Chinese learners of	French	in	China	
(Cuet 2009;	2011)

� Syntax:	isolating,	analytical language

�Morphology:	
Principle:	
The	limited inflection system	of	English	(-ed,	
-t,	-s,	-ing,	-’s) is used as	a	way to	introduce
learners to	more	morphologically complex
systems

�Morphology:	
Ä Declensions/conjugations/cases	very limited in	
Eng.,	non-existing in	Chi.

Ä Compound	wordsmore	frequent than derived
words

Apple tree Plum tree
苹 果 树 李 果 树
píng guǒ shù lǐ guǒ shù

(=‘apple fruit	tree’) (=‘plum fruit	tree’)

Vs.	 Pomm-ier vs.	 Prun-ier

(+	exceptions	 in	French:	‘pêcher’,	 ‘oranger’,	‘noisetier’…)
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A	pragmatic pedagogical project aiming to

- create a	culture	of	linguistic and	disciplinary
departioning in	language learning

- turn English	into a	gateway language
towards other language learning (a	
multilingualbooster)

- give English	teachers a	new	status:	couriers,	
carriers,	messengerswith a	pivotal role

So	if	indeed English	is central nowadays

It	may however produce some amount of	
decentering for	learners:

• Teach /	learn new	languages by	exploiting
their multiple	anterior language
knowledge (English	incl.)

• Create /	value	/	enhance this culture	of	
‘déjà	vu’	(or	‘déjà	appris’	=	already learnt)
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However,	some elements of	teacher
training	are	required

• Training
–On	the	images	conveyed by	English

–On	the	images	of	the	other languages
at	stake

–On	‘plurilingualism’	as	an	acquisition	
asset,	not	as	a	form of	semi-lingualism
or	instrument	of	languagemixing

–On	the	undertanding that learning
English	may just be a	step of	multilingual
learning
–On	the	fact that English	is most of	the	
time	not	enough
–On	the	necessity of	teaching languages
as	interconnected /	articulated skills:	

+	+	+	connecting language =	
teaming up	language teachers!
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Thank you verymuch -ありがとうございます

gilles.forlot@inalco.fr


